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   Black Country Blues for Battling Weston  
Weston Teams Above 


Red     :  John E  , Jim , Giles , Chris , Brian M , Keith ,Richard 

White  :  Doug , Arie , Tim,  Ian , Andy , Huckleberry  

B/W     :  John B , Dave J, Pete  , Dave , Brian D , Stuart 


Top scorers      : Chris 9 ,Tim 4 goals ,all provided with precision by secret weapon Doug.

Other scorers   : Dave J 2 ,Giles 2 , Jim 2, Brian M 1, Keith 1, Huckleberry 1, Stuart 1, Pete ,John B 1


On a baking hot day on the 17th July W- S- M Walking Footballers strolled into the Portway Lifestyle 
Stadium to contest in a thrilling Seven team six -aside tournament.
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Prior to arrival at the Tournament ,due to late injuries, the squad 
of 24 had been significantly reduced to just 19 , this left one 
solitary substitute shared between the three competing Weston 
teams which ultimately proved to be a crucial factor on the day. 


The W-S-M teams with a combined age of 1,273 years were 
most definitely the oldest leg swingers in town, with over 20 
years age disparity to some teams in the contest, the three WSM 
teams played in colours, Red , White, and Black/White. 


Deep into the contest they were hampered by further injuries , 
being forced to make the decision to pull out the B/W team for 
the greater cause , the sacrifice made to provide subs to bolster 
the Red and white teams. 


The depleted squad continued to suffer further casualties ,as 
exhaustion and injuries continued to take its toll ,one by one they 
limped off until the white team were also forced into retirement, 
leaving the reds to fly the flag for Weston.


The reds went on to provide some entertaining performances 
ending up runners up to a Birmingham team, missing out by just 
a single goal courtesy of our very own Davey Jones who had 
ironically scored a goal earlier on for B/W against the reds. 


All three Weston teams can be proud of their performances 
having competed well despite the high tempo and age difference. 
The whole tournament was packed full of incident, a gruelling 
fiesty encounter but played in  the right spirit, a  dogged robust 
performance that unfortunately proved to be a bridge too far for 
the sporting battle scarred Weston braves.


We will be hoping to feature some of the 
following in future News Letters                                                       

1. All upcoming fixtures for each team.


2. All results from these games.


3. Any new players could be welcomed by this newsletter to    

    compliment our "Buddy " scheme.


4.Details of future player meetings.


5. Good wishes to any of our players with longer term injuries etc.   

    May have to get the players ok first.


6. Objectives and targets of the Volunteer Group. Plus inviting any 

    player to be able to contribute with their own ides for 

    improvement.


7. Club Fun day details. Objective to get players to know and play    

    with others from the other weekly sessions. 


8. Sponsorship opportunities .


9. Keith’s Corner. 


Keith’s Corner ( Rule per month)
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Blue Nose Pose  
 WinnnersBWFC played teams from Shard 
End, Weston Super Mare (3 teams), 
Swansea City (2  teams). Each team were 
played twice making 14 played, 10 wins and 

4 draws with only 3 goals conceded! Making 
BWFC the WBA Tournament Winners 2019! 

We would like to congratulate the blues on their 
triumph and give a special thank you to Chris 
Price of WBA for both organising and invitating 
us to the tournament. We would also like to 
thank his hard working band of officials ,Arie for 
organising the Weston troops and last but not 
least to Rosie for the wonderful speedy service 
at the tea counter of which Huckleberry took 
industrial advantage of.
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“Any player on the ground is not allowed to play the ball. An indirect free kick will

Be given.”

WFA Laws of the Game 2019

This revised edition of the WFA ‘Laws of the Game’ acknowledges that this unique sport is evolving and developing as 
it grows, but nevertheless holds fast to the basic ethos and values of the game -

To ensure all matches are played safely with full consideration of every participant’s age, gender and ability

It is therefore expected that all players, managers and club members will conduct themselves accordingly, respecting 
all fellow participants, including referees and other match officials. Failure to do so is likely to result in disciplinary 
action, including disqualification of individuals and/or clubs from WFA events.

Section A: Players, Pitches and Equipment

Although it is likely that tournaments, leagues, competitions and events will have bespoke rules and conditions, all 
matches played under the auspices of the WFA will comply with the following standards.

Players

1. Goalkeepers must be clearly distinguishable from outfield players on either

team.

2. Substitutes must be clearly distinguishable from players on either team, until

they are called into play.

3. Amatchshouldbeabandonedifateamispermanentlyreducedtobelowthe

minimum number of players. The term 'permanently' does not apply, however, to players who have been sin-binned 
but does apply to players who are unable to play through injury or receiving a red card. The minimum number of 
players per format is:

� 5-a-side matches – minimum of 3 players

� 6-a-side matches – minimum of 4 players

� 7-a-side matches – minimum of 4 players

4. A team which causes the abandonment of a match will forfeit it.
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Pitches

5. The standard pitch dimensions for competitions (i.e. 5-a-side, 6-a-side and 7-

a-side) are a width between 25 metres (min) and 37 metres (max) and a length between 35 metres (min) and 55 metres 
(max). It is acknowledged, however, that pitches at some facilities may fall outside these guidelines in which case it is 
a matter for the referee to decide whether or not to proceed.

6. The standard goal size for such competitions is a width between 3 metres (min) and 5 metres (max) and a height 
between 1.2 metres and 2 metres (max). It is acknowledged, however, that goals at some facilities may fall outside 
these guidelines in which case it is a matter for the referee to decide whether or not to proceed.

7. A goal area must be clearly marked at each end of the pitch. This may be a semi-circle or rectangle and should 
extend between 4 metres (min) and 6 metres (max) from the goal line.

8. Aclearlymarkedpenaltyspotshouldbepositionedinlinewiththecentreof the goal and 6 metres from the goal line.

9. Thepositionoftheballonthepitchisdeterminedwhenitcrossesaline entirely (i.e. the whole of the ball). A ball located on 
the line marking the goal area is considered to be within that area and can, therefore, only be played by the 
goalkeeper.

Section B. Foul Play

Running and Jogging

1. Running or jogging on or off the ball is not permitted by any player (including

goalkeepers) and will usually result in an indirect free kick being awarded. If, in the opinion of the referee, such 
conduct results in a clear goal-scoring opportunity being denied, then the offending players should be removed from 
play for 2 minutes (blue card) and a penalty kick considered if the offending player is a goalkeeper.

2. The referee shall have sole interpretation on deciding what is and what is not walking. A walking action will 
generally be determined as a progression of steps throughout which there is constantly at least one foot in contact 
with the ground; both feet are momentarily grounded with the advancing leg straightened.

Ball above Head Height

3. The ball is not permitted to travel above head height:

I. The ball should be deemed dead once it has exceeded head height.

II. Head height is defined as 1.83 metres or the height of the goal cross

bar, which should not exceed 2 metres (see Section A: subsection 6).

III. The whole of the ball must exceed head height to be deemed an

infringement.

IV. The referee shall have sole interpretation on the ball exceeding head height .
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